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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

In this chapter, some aspects of introduction of this thesis are explained.

Those aspects are: Background of study, Statement of problem, Purpose of study,

Significance of the study, Scope and limitation and Definition of key terms.

1.1 Background of study

Technology is the usage and knowledge of techniques, gadget, crafts,

system or methods of organization in order to solve a problem or solve some

purpose that cannot be separated with people life. Almost all people in the world

depend on technology to help them doing anything. The development of

technology will influence the people’s life style who surrounding by technology at

that time, such as the perception, learning style, etc.

Recently people conduct communication electronically rather than travel to

long distant location, such as internet (Mark Prensky, 2001). As the technology of

internet is growing fast. People can do their activities like shop online, sending

electronic massage (email), e-book. The most important thing is social network.

A social networking service is a platform to build social networks or social

relations among people who applied it. For example, share their interests,

activities, backgrounds, or real-life connections. A social network service consists

of a representation of each user (often a profile), his/her social links, and a variety

of additional services. Online community services are sometimes considered as a

social network service, though in a broader sense, social network service usually

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_network
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_relation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Social_relation
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_community
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means an individual-centered service whereas online community services are

group-centered. Social networking sites are allowed by some users to share their

ideas, pictures, posts, activities, events, and interests with people in their network.

Nowadays, the well-known social networking is a twitter.

Twitter is a mini blog in social website (Boyd, 2009) an information network

made up of 140-character messages called Tweets. This is news, easy way to find

the latest news or what was going on, especially with regard to the things that you

enjoy doing. Twitter contains information you will find valuable. It was like sent a

newspaper headline that they always find interesting. We can find the news at the

time was going on, to learn more about topics that are important, and get

information straight from the actual sources. It is usually called a timeline.

According to Kidd (2010: 183) a digital natives is generation born in the digital

age, the student who grew up never knowing a world without computers.

According to Bennett, Maton and Kervin (2008) Digital Natives are those

born roughly after 1980s. Digital natives are people who have grown up in the

digital world using technology as a way to communicate record, educate and

understand society. Digital natives have very fluid and constant communications

just not on the phone with the rise of texting, chat and social media news feeds,

digital natives are highly connected with those in their personal networks.

According to Prensky (2001) the natives have subtle differences in speech,

social interaction, and are fluent in the digital communication forms that are

prevalent in the new land. A communication form of digital native is using

computer language. It means that the development of digital native’s language is

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Online_community
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related to the technology development. Internet, television, movie, room chat and

social networking are factors that influence language development of digital

native. It is different with digital immigrant that not too familiar with technology.

According to Marc Prensky (2001), digital immigrants are those of us

who were not born into the digital world. They cannot learn to use technology

effectively and efficiently, but they will always have an ‘accent’ (Prensky, 2011)

as they learn the language of technology. It is the reason why digital immigrant

quite different with digital native. This condition causes many misunderstanding

between digital immigrant and digital native so that they might have the different

perception.

Perception is the process of organizing and interpreting information

received from outside world (Lahey, 2004: 114). According to Rahmat, (2001:51)

perception can be obtained by inferring information and interpret the message.

There are two types of perception: positive and negative perception. Positive

perception can be said as a good perception and negative perception is a bad

perception. Rahmat (2001) states there are two factors that influence perception.

First is personal factor or internal factor comes from two sources; physical and

psychological. The second one is situational factor/external factor are stimulus

and environment factors where perception is continuous.

The above description is a theoretical consideration about digital native vs

digital immigrant, twitter and perception. The following discussion will be about

the some previous studies about perception and twitter conducted by Anggita

(2012), Rahayu (2012) and Dessy (2011).
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A research conducted by Anggita (2012) the researcher found 82 alay

words in composing tweet. The period of collecting tweets around 2 weeks.

Started from 3rd – 17th on june 2012.The researcher think that the alay word also

has a changes the function of a number of letter(based on physical appearance)

and letter as number (based on spelling). These research studies show that the

language use on twitter is important to be discussed because then language out of

the theory of word formation.

Rahayu (2012) “Digital Natives’ Perception toward the Mobile Phone

Roles in School at SMK Muhammadiyah 2 Malang” reveals that the digital native

needs mobile phone in school during the class to help them knowing something

about the lesson that they did not know before by searching in internet. It is

showed that digital natives are familiar with technology. They cannot be separated

with the technology.

Dessy (2011) investigated about media social that digital native usually

use is twitter. Twitter is a simple communication that have many function. Twitter

is easy to use and fast to get information. There are interested in picture, video and

sounds. Because of this statement the digital native more interest to using twitter

in their communication.

Based on the explanation above, it is clear that it is important to

investigate the perception digital native toward the digital immigrant status update

because no one has investigated this topic. Moreover, the writer wants to know the

perception of the digital native toward used on twitter status update. From the

background above, the researcher wants to know what are the perceptions of the

digital native toward the timeline of the digital immigrants at SMKN 7 JEMBER.
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1.2 Statement of the problem

By considering the background of the study explained above,the problem is

formulated as follow “How is  the Digital Natives perceptions toward the timeline

twitter of digital immigrant at SMKN 7 JEMBER?”

1.3 Purpose of study

In line with the statement problems above, the purpose of study is to know

the Digital Native’s perception toward the timeline of digital immigrant at SMKN

7 JEMBER.

1.4 Significance of the study

After this study has been completed, theoretically the researcher attempts to

provide a real description about the digital native perception toward the timeline

of digital immigrant at SMKN 7 JEMBER.

1.5 Scope and Limitation

The scope of this study focused on digital immigrant perception in time line.

The researcher limits the study on digital native perception toward the timeline of

digital immigrant at SMKN 7 JEMBER.

1.6 The definition of key term

According to the title of this thesis, the writer wants to present the definition

key term that can be use to make the readers easy to understand that the writer is

trying to write and classify the problem t be discussed in this script.
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The definition of the terms used are as follow:

1. Timeline on Twitter :Twitter timelines are list of tweets or messages

displayed in the order in which they were sent, with the most recent on

top. (Irma and Ramly)

2. Digital Native :Those of us born roughly after 1980s. Digital

natives are people who have grown up in the digital world using

technology as a way to communicate (Bennett, Maton and Kervin, 2008)

3. Digital Immigrant : Those of us born roughly before 1980s. Digital

Immigrant, those of us who were not born into the digital World (Pernsky:

2001)
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